Pick a Spot for Your Radio

- Select the Dash Mount or the Window Mount method for your Radio. You will need a Phillips-head screwdriver to complete the installation.

**Dash Mount Method**
- Before you attach the Dash Mount to the dash, skip ahead to page 6 for 30 seconds. Allow the adhesive cure for 2-4 hours.
- Clean the mounting surface with the alcohol preparation pad and let it dry thoroughly.
- Attach the Dash Mount to the PowerConnect Vehicle Dock using the 4 provided screws.
- Orient the adhesive foot so that your Radio is easily accessible. Loosen the knob and adjust the height of the adhesive foot to position your Radio within the optimal viewing area. (Airbag locations are typically marked with "SRS" logos.)

**Window Mount Method**
- Attach the Window Mount to the PowerConnect Vehicle Dock.
- Plug the Magnetic Mount Antenna connector into the silver ANT jack on the rear of the Vehicle Power Module.
- Pull the cable out and route it to the Radio. Route the cable out of the molding and into the molding corner. Tuck the antenna cable under the windshield weather stripping. Place your Radio into the dock. Use the wire guide on the top of the dock to route the antenna cable downward to the Radio.
- Connect Vehicle Dock. Use the wire guide on the top of the dock to route the antenna cable downward to the Radio.

**Mount the Magnetic Mount Antenna**
- Mount the Magnetic Mount antenna outside your vehicle, on a clean and dry horizontal surface that will always face the sky.
- Choose a location for the antenna according to your type of vehicle. Center it behind the left and right sides, and away from other antennas.

**Route the Antenna Cable**
- Route the antenna cable downward, if mounting on an edge. Choose a location on the windshield with ample room for your Radio, one that doesn't interfere with the driver's view of the Radio.
- Install the Cable Routing Adapter to direct the antenna cable downward, if mounting on an edge. Choose a location on the windshield with ample room for your Radio, one that doesn't interfere with the driver's view of the Radio.
- Connect Vehicle Dock.

**Connect the PowerConnect Power Adapter**
- Power on your Radio by pressing the button on the Radio. Ensure the vehicle is on and driving. Insert the connector on the rear of the Vehicle Power Module into your vehicle's cigarette lighter or auxiliary power outlet.
- Note: If your vehicle does not have an auxiliary power outlet, consult your vehicle owner’s manual for instructions on using an inverter or other available power source.
Vehicle Dock

Color-Coded Connections
The color-coded Vehicle Dock makes it simple to connect. Just match the colors on the cable ends to the colors on the dock to see what goes where.

- **ANT (Silver)**: Connection for the Magnetic Mount Antenna.
- **AUDIO (Green)**: Connection for Aux In Cable or optional Cassette Adapter (sold separately).
- **PWR (Red)**: Connection for Power Connect Power Adapter.
- **FM (Blue)**: Connection for optional FM Direct Adapter (sold separately).

What's in the Box?
- Magnetic Mount Antenna
- Alcohol Preparation Pads
- Power Connect Power Adapter
- Aux In Cable
- Cable Routing Adapter
- Self installation instructions and tips are provided for your convenience. It is your responsibility to determine if you have the knowledge, skills and physical ability required to properly perform an installation. SiriusXM shall have no liability for damage or injury resulting from the installation or use of any SiriusXM or third party products. It is your responsibility to ensure that all products are installed in adherence with local laws and regulations and in such a manner as to allow a vehicle to be operated safely and without distraction. SiriusXM warranties do not cover the installation, removal or reinstallation of any product.

5 Connect the Audio

**Option 1**: Best:
- Use the provided Aux In Cable if your vehicle’s stereo system has an auxiliary input jack.

A. Plug one end of the cable into the green AUDIO connector on the Power Connect Vehicle Dock and the other end into the auxiliary input jack on the vehicle’s stereo system.

B. Turn on your vehicle’s stereo system and set it to play from the auxiliary input source.

C. You should now hear the SiriusXM audio.

D. Go back to Step 1 “Pick a Spot for Your Radio” and finish installing the Dash or Window Mount. Then the installation is complete.

**TIP!** Refer to your vehicle’s owner’s manual to find the location of the auxiliary input jack, or consult the vehicle dealer.

**Option 2**: Good:
- Use the Power Connect™ feature in your Radio. Power Connect plays the SiriusXM audio through your vehicle’s radio.

A. Find and make a list of all available FM channels in your area that are not being used by an FM radio station.

B. Pick the first FM channel on your list. Tune your vehicle’s FM radio to this FM channel.

C. Set your Radio to transmit on the same FM channel as you have programmed in step B. You may need to turn on the FM Transmitter in your Radio before your Radio will transmit on the programmed FM channel. Refer to the User Guide that accompanied your Radio.

D. Set your Radio to transmit on the same FM channel as you have programmed in step B.

E. Go back to Step 1 “Pick a Spot for Your Radio” and finish installing the Dash or Window Mount. Then the installation is complete.

TIP!
- Match FM Channels
- Dash Mount Screws (4)
- Power Connect Vehicle Dock
- Window Mount
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